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Joyroom JR-CL10 car charger, 2x USB, 4.8A (black)
Are you facing a long car trip? This practical accessory will provide power to your devices, so you don't have to give up your music or
navigation to save your battery. Two USB ports guarantee fast charging of two devices simultaneously. The charger is distinguished by
its wide compatibility and robust design with a range of safety features, ensuring the complete safety of your equipment. 
 
Safety is the key
The charger is distinguished by its robust construction in aluminum alloy and fireproof PC. It features an intelligent chip that recognizes
connected devices, automatically adjusting the charging current to them. This means you don't have to worry about common electrical
hazards - overcharging, overvoltage, short-circuit, etc. don't threaten your equipment when you use Joyroom!
 
Dual charging
Joyroom JR-CL10 offers 2 ports of 2.4 A fast charging. You can charge two devices at the same time without any trouble - for example,
your phone and your kid's console. It won't take long to replenish energy. 
 
Atmospheric LED backlighting
Traveling at night? Joyroom has made sure that finding the charging port is not a challenge. The product features colorful, atmospheric
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LED  backlighting,  so  you  don't  have  to  plug  in  your  devices  in  the  dark  anymore!  In  addition,  the  soft  light  will  create  a  pleasant
atmosphere in your car. 
 
Wide compatibility
The  charger  will  adapt  to  your  needs.  It  will  work  great  in  the  DC  port  of  all  kinds  of  vehicles.  It  supports  12-24V  voltage  and
automatically adjusts the charging power, ensuring wide compatibility with different kinds of devices. 
 
	Model.
	JR-CL10
	Material
	Aluminum alloy fireproof PC
	Input
	DC 12-24V
	USB1 output
	5V/2.4A
	USB2 output 
	5V/2.4A
	Total output power 
	24W (max.)
	Color 
	black
	Size 
	25.6 x 25.6 x 63.8 mm
	Net weight 
	23g

Price:

Before: € 5.8056

Now: € 5.30
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